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Mechanical Fourier transform spectrometers (FTS) based on optical frequency combs (OFC) allow precise measure-
ment of comb line intensities when the nominal resolution of the FTS is precisely matched to the repetition rate of the
comba;b. Under this condition, the resolution and frequency scale accuracy are given by the narrow comb lines rather than
the spectrometer, and the measured spectra are not influenced by the instrumental lineshape. Here we use an FTS based
on an Er:fiber frequency comb to perform high-precision direct absorption measurements of the 31+3 absorption band
of pure CO2 at 1.57 m. The sample is held inside a multipass cell, and a spectrum of the entire band with signal to
noise ratio (SNR) up to 1000 is acquired in 27 min at one pressure. We retrieve the parameters of individual lines using
multiline fitting with the Voigt profile (VP) and the speed-dependent Voigt profile (SDVP), with significantly improved
residuals for the SDVP (quality factors close to the SNR for the SDVP). Moreover, the SDVP fits agree with the measured
profiles much better than in previous measurements of the same molecular bandc. The transition frequencies have precision
much better than those stated in the HITRAN2016 databased and at a similar level as those obtained with continuous wave
cavity ring-down spectroscopye. Thus comb-based FTS is a perfect tool for spectroscopy of entire absorption bands with
precision beyond the Voigt profile and for retrieval of molecular line parameters for improved spectroscopic databases.
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